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It is no secret that Californians know how to make great wine. Wine aficionados and enthusiasts 

flock to Napa and Sonoma, Paso Robles, Mendocino County and the Central Valley to taste high 

quality wines and enjoy one of California’s premier commodities.  

California’s viticulturist and winemakers have long known that they produce a great product that 

is capable of competing with the famous wines of France and Italy.  Only recently however, has 

the rest of the world begun to understand what they have been told all along.  

California is the world’s fourth largest producer of wine. The state also produces one-third more 

wine than the entire country of Australia. California wine entered the world stage with a bang 

when both red and white varieties beat out French wines at the 1976 Paris Wine Competition. 

Something about California wine is unique. The California weather takes all the conditions other 

wine growing regions claim make their product superior and combine them.  The staff of Crew 

Wines in Zamora, California definitely understands and embraces this concept. 

“The sunshine, the cool nights, it makes places like Oregon cry,” says Dan Cederquist, the 

winemaker at Crew Wines. 

There is a type of “wine culture” in California that is one of a kind. Californians are known for 

their pride in California Grown products and the pride is magnified when it comes to California 

wine. This pride also helps make Californian wines as unique as they are. 

“Californians have such pride in their state and we transfer that pride to our wine,” said Lauren 

Kopit, a lab technician at Crew Wines.  



“Californians are not afraid of new technology or stuck on the Old World ideas of winemaking. 

Californians work hard to make a great product,” said Lacey Driver Steffey, the assistant 

winemaker. 

Since 2006, the month of September has been California Wine Month. California wine lovers 

spend the month celebrating everything that is California wine. This month only highlights the 

level of support California wine receives all year. 

 The wine industry is the most accessible agricultural industry in the state. Anyone can walk into 

a tasting room across the state and experience the final product mere feet from where it was 

produced. Patrons visiting tasting rooms can speak to the winemakers and the vineyard managers 

and come to understand all the work that goes into making a single bottle of wine.  

Some critics don’t see winemaking as agriculture. They see it as a snobby industry producing 

over-priced alcoholic beverages to people who don’t have the slightest idea where their food 

comes from. 

 But the wine industry is a part of agriculture. Winemakers take a crop perfected by viticulturists 

and refine it to a beautiful finished product. By getting people to wineries, consumers begin to 

realize how their wine was made and where the grapes came from. By gaining the understanding 

of where their wine comes from, consumers are more likely to take an interest on where the rest 

of their food comes from. 

At the moment, European wine production is declining. Some people believe that this will open 

the door for more global appreciation of California wine.  

Others differ.  



“It will open the door more for more East Coast wine, where more French varieties are 

produced,” said Cederquist. “French varieties still sell the most.” 

“It’s hard to sell people on California wines when they are stuck on the idea that French is best. 

In Asia, which is a huge wine market, they still don’t like California wines even with the 

declining availability of the European wines,” said Driver Steffey . 

Even with the apprehension to drink California wine globally, California wine is on the incline. 

More and more people are sampling the wines and realizing that they are not an inferior product. 

So when you have the choice between California wine and imported varieties, think of the 

importance of wine to California agriculture, and drink California Grown. 
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